Welcome from our CEO, Jane Grover
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to 2021 and to our first edition of
Life Magazine for the year. For many of us, turning the page on this new year
has been a welcome relief. Literally and figuratively, we are enjoying some
much needed sunshine after a long and challenging period and it is a great time
to reflect on how far we have come together, and what exciting changes we
might make for the year ahead. In this edition, we share with you stories that
showcase all the ways 2020 touched us and our communities. We also share
our recently released Annual Report, A Year Like No Other, which shares the
story of 2020 and celebrates our ten-year journey as a Trust. I hope you will
enjoy this edition, and wish you a prosperous, healthy and happy year ahead.

Staying active and connected with our CCW community
In December, we were delighted to welcome back our Centre for Care &
Wellbeing (CCW) community to our grounds - this time, with an emphasis on
the outdoors. ‘Walking groups’ are a CCW offering that allow groups to get
much needed face-to-face time while remaining in the safety of the outdoors. It
is also a great way to enjoy our magnificent gardens.
Our walking groups have been out exploring the gardens in rain and shine and
enjoying the company of others over coffee at Café Vita et flores. It’s
a small yet mighty step forward in reconnecting with our CCW community.
So whether you walk alone, with friends or in an arranged group, get out into
nature, breathe in fresh air and give your body some energy this summer.

Learn more about our walking groups here

Reflecting on 2020, a year like no other
Despite recent challenges, or perhaps in part because of them, 2020 was a
year of progress. We could never have anticipated the challenges we would
face and yet, in overcoming them, we were presented with an opportunity to
reimagine ourselves. A clean slate. A fresh start. A chance for renewal.
We are honoured to announce the release of our 2020 Annual Report, A Year
Like No Other. In this special 10-year-anniversary edition, we share stories
from those who have been part of our organisation for 10 years and reflect on
our journey across the decade.

Read more about the year that was in our 2020 Annual Report

Our special online Children's
Christmas Remembrance
Service
We were delighted to join our
community online for the live sharing
of this special annual service in
partnership with Allison Monkhouse.
The service was a wonderful way to
pause for a moment, reflect and
honour the festive season together.

Watch the full service

Our special online Christmas
Remembrance Service
This special service annually held at
Bunurong Memorial Park allows our
community to honour the lives of
loved ones, no longer with us.
Together, we reflected on the
memories of those who have left an
unforgettable mark on our hearts.

Watch the full service

New year, new focus
As we welcome in a new year and the opportunities that 2021 may bring, we
also pause and take a moment to reflect upon the past year.
We can all agree that 2020 was not what we expected nor what we had
planned for, but there were many lessons that we can take with us. The
importance of loved ones and the joy that can come from slowing down. New
ways to connect or even finding ways of adapting through unpredictable
circumstances.
What is something you’ve learnt from the past year that you’ll be bringing with
you into 2021?

Read what 2020 taught us

Marquees, a new approach to
functions
In 2020 we were delighted to begin offering
our community the option of hosting functions
outdoors, by booking one of our new
marquees. Our community has appreciated
this new offering, which allows us to make
the most of our beautiful surrounds, while
giving families a new way to honour loved
ones in a safe, fitting, and beautiful way.

Working from home and
caring for your wellbeing
With many people now regularly
working from home and adapting to
a new world of work, we wanted to
share our top tips to help support
wellbeing when working from home.
Taking regular breaks, socialising,
setting up an appropriate workspace,
and switching off are all things to
consider when working from home.

The importance of including more gratitude in your day
"Appreciation is a wonderful thing. It makes what is excellent in others belong
to us as well."- Voltaire
Creating a 'gratitude practice' is a great way to bring joy, contentment
and sense of peace into your life on a regular basis. By expressing our
gratitude regularly, we can create positive energy both within ourselves and to
those around us.
Whether it’s a daily or weekly habit, you can improve your mood by regularly
saying thank you for the things you have in your life and to the people in your
world. Here are five simple ways you can start a gratitude practice today.

Read more about how you can start your gratitude journey

